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Abstract
The Retrieval of relevant documents using a set of keywords 
from a repository for a given context is a challenging task. In 
this paper, we propose an approach for extending keywords 
using neighbourhood analysis and architecture for context based 
document retrieval system. We use the WordNet ontology to 
identify semantic relationships among various keywords and 
retrieve the relevant documents from the document repository. We 
first preprocess the documents, which includes two major steps: 
(i) stop word removal and (ii) stemming process. The outcome of 
preprocessing provides an indexing for important keywords and 
their extended set.  When a user enters a keyword for document 
retrieval, we present a mechanism to refine and extend the set of 
keywords using the ontology. Finally, the extended keywords are 
matched with index and relevant documents are retrieved. We also 
present the experimental results and the performance analysis to 
show the viability of our approach.  
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I. Introduction 
Document Retrieval (or Information Retrieval) is a computerized 
process of producing a list of documents that are relevant to 
an inquirer’s request by comparing the user’s request to an 
automatically produced index of the textual content of documents 
in the system [4]. Information Retrieval (IR) techniques are 
used to retrieve the interesting patterns in order to improve the 
overall performance of the retrieval system. IR is concerned 
with the structure, analysis, organization, storage, searching, and 
retrieval of information [22, 25]. Nowadays, IR plays vital role 
in searching process. It has changed considerably in recent years 
with the expansion of the World Wide Web. Currently keyword-
based information retrieval is widely used. It performs keyword 
searching in documents by matching the keywords specified in 
a user’s query. But these systems fail to represent the complete 
semantics in the query [6]. Typically, keyword based retrieval 
approaches fail to retrieve relevant materials that do not share 
words with users' queries. One reason for this is that the standard 
retrieval models (e.g., Boolean, vector space, probabilistic) treat 
words as if they are pair-wise orthogonal or independent, although 
it is quite obvious that they are not [23]. Generally, keyword-
based retrieval may return inaccurate and incomplete results when 
different keywords are used to describe the same concept in the 
documents and in the queries. 
WordNet is an online lexical database of English, developed under 
the guidance of Miller at Princeton University [24]. It stores a set 
of cognitive synonyms called synsets, each representing a different 
concept. The synsets are formed by grouping the nouns, verbs, 
adjectives and adverbs. Synsets are created by using conceptual 
semantic and lexical relations. Semantics has been introduced 
at various linguistic levels i.e., word level, sentence level and 

document content extraction level and at various stages of 
Information Retrieval such as query and document representation, 
and in indexing [26]. The expansion that computes good weights 
for the new terms introduced into the query by using semantic 
similarity based on wordnet. Along with the growth of enterprise 
content there is also a simultaneous increase in the complexity 
of user groups, as well as the complexity and diversity of users’ 
needs. Usually, the query intent of users’ is ambiguous, uncertain 
with multi-attribute conditions and often requires use of natural 
language to describe their demands. However, the information 
retrieval in the traditional content management system is still based 
on keywords’ matching or the information catalog. It is difficult 
to identify the users’ implicit requirements and the real query 
intent so that the retrieving results will contain a lot of unrelated 
information, which can not satisfy the user in both recall rate 
and precision. Ontology which is used to give a clear and formal 
description to the concepts and terminology in the specific areas, 
not only provides a basis for standardized resource description 
and user queries, but also assures the accuracy for information 
retrieval [10]. The use of ontology to overcome the limitations 
of keyword-based search has been put forward as one of the 
motivations of the Semantic Web since its emergence in the late 
90’s [11]. Although lexical and conceptual approaches are mostly 
considered to be concurrent and exclusive strategies, hybrid IRSs 
can benefit from their complementarity to enhance information 
retrieval and presentation.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: a brief review of 
some of the literature works in the document retrieval system is 
presented in Section II. The proposed methodology for document 
retrieval system, Keyword Neighbour hood Analysis (KNA) is 
detailed in Section III. The experimental results and performance 
analysis discussion are provided in Section IV. Finally, the paper 
concludes with Section V.

II. Related Work
A handful of research work is available in the literature for ontology 
based document retrieval. Here, we review some of the recent 
works in user ontology based on document retrieval. Semantic IR 
aims to identify the relevant information to a query via evaluating 
their semantic relationship rather than key-word matching. It can 
be divided into two levels, according to the semantic relationship 
between users’ queries and the retrieved information [5]. [12] 
Introduces ontology into query expansion and makes good use of 
semantic relation concepts in ontology to expand query keywords 
and to make the retrieval results more accurate and comprehensive. 
The major process of query expansion is the modification of the 
original query with new relevant and meaningful terms. With 
query expansion [17], the user is guided to formulate queries 
which enable useful results to be obtained. The main aim of query 
expansion [21, 18] (also known as query augmentation) is to add 
new meaningful terms to the initial query. [7] Akinribido et al. 
[8] have presented a fuzzy-ontology based information retrieval 
system that determines the semantic equivalence between terms 
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in a query and terms in a document by relating the synonyms of 
query terms with those of document terms. Hence, documents 
could be retrieved based on the meaning of query terms. The 
challenge had been that surface form did not sufficiently retrieve 
relevant documents to user’s query. However, the results presented 
showed that the Fuzzy-Ontology Information Retrieval system 
successfully retrieved relevant documents to user’s query. This 
was irrespective of different meaning and varieties of domain. The 
System was tested on words with different meanings and some 
set of user’s query from varied domains.
Sridevi and Nagaveni, [9] have presented a methodology for the 
ontology based semantic annotation of web pages with annotation 
weighting scheme that took advantage of the different relevance 
of structured document fields. The retrieval model was based on 
the importance factors of the structural elements, which were used 
to re-rank the documents retrieval by the ontology based distance 
measure. The relevance concept similarity was combined with the 
annotation-weighting scheme to improve the relevance measures. 
Preliminary experimental results showed that their method may 
generate relevant document in the top rank.
Bhagdev et al. [14] have described hybrid search formally, 
discussed its compatibility with the current semantic trends and 
presented a reference implementation: K-Search. They showed 
how the method outperforms both keyword-based search and 
pure semantic search in terms of precision and recall in a set of 
experiments performed on a collection of about 18,000 technical 
documents. Experiments carried out with professional users 
showed that users understand the paradigm and considered it 
very powerful and reliable. K-Search had been ported to two 
applications released at Rolls-Royce plc for searching technical 
documentation about jet engines.
Castells et al. [19] have proposed a model for the exploitation of 
ontology-based knowledge bases to improve search over large 
document repositories. In their viewed of information retrieval 
on the semantic web, a search engine returned documents rather 
than, or in addition to, exact values in response to user queries. For 
this purpose, their approach included an ontology-based scheme 
for the semi automatic annotation of documents and a retrieval 
system. The retrieval model was based on an adaptation of the 
classic vector-space model, including an annotation weighting 
algorithm, and a ranking algorithm. Semantic search was 
combined with conventional keyword-based retrieval to achieve 
tolerance to knowledge base incompleteness. Experiments were 
done where their approach was tested on corpora of significant 
scale, showing clear improvements with respect to keyword-
based search. For design information retrieval, Li and Ramani 
[15] have proposed to use shallow natural language processing 
and domain-specific design ontology to automatically construct a 
structured and semantics-based representation from unstructured 
design documents. The design concepts and relationships of 
the representation are recognized from the document based on 
the identified linguistic patterns. The recognized concepts and 
relationships were joined to form a concept graph. The integration 
of these concept graphs builds an application specific design 
ontology, which was seen as the structured representation of 
the content of the corporate document repository, as well as an 
automatically populated knowledge base from previous designs. 
To improve the performance of design information retrieval, they 
have developed ontology-based query processing, where users’ 
requests are interpreted based on their domain-specific meanings. 
Their approach contrasts with the traditionally used keyword-
based search. 

Jiang and Tan [27] have presented a search engine namely Onto 
Search, which exploits ontological knowledge for document 
retrieval. Different from other ontology based search engines, 
Onto Search does not require a user to specify the associated 
concepts of his/her queries. Domain ontology in Onto Search was 
in the form of a semantic network. Given a keyword based query, 
Onto Search inferred the related concepts through a spreading 
activation process in the domain ontology. To provide personalized 
information access, they further developed algorithms to learn 
and exploited user ontology model based on a customized view 
of the domain ontology. The experimental results supported the 
efficacy of the Onto Search system by using domain ontology and 
user ontology for enhanced search performance.
Nagypal [20] have examined how ontologies were optimally 
exploited during the information retrieval process, and proposes 
a general framework which is based on ontology-supported 
semantic metadata generation and ontology-based query 
expansion. The framework handled imperfect ontologies and 
metadata by combining results of simple heuristics, instead of 
relying on a “perfect” ontology. That allowed integrating results 
from traditional full-text engines, and thus supports a gradual 
transition from classical full-text search engines to ontology-based 
ones.
Hu et al. [13] presented the text clustering. They presented 
the Enriched document representation with Wikipedia concept 
and category information. Petkova and Croft [16] presented 
TREC(Text REetrieval Conference). Expert Search Task with the 
goal to identify people who are knowledgeable on a specific topic. 
Carpineto and Romano [3] have offered A Survey of Automatic 
Query Expansion (AQE) in Information. The comparative 
uselessness of information retrieval system is mainly produced 
by the inaccuracy with which a query shaped by a few keywords 
models the user information need. AQE offers reluctance and the 
trouble of uses in providing a more precise description of their 
information needs. Vallet et al [1] the retrieval mode is based 
on an alteration of the classic vector space model, containing an 
annotation weighting Algorithm, and rank algorithm. Semantic 
search is shared with keyword-based search to achieve tolerance 
to KB incompleteness, Ranwez et al [2] a review on semantic 
based methodologies calculated to efficiently retrieve and exploit 
information. Hybrid methods counting lexical analysis are then 
discussed.

III. Proposed Approach - Keyword Neighbourhood 
Analysis
In this section, we present an approach for the document retrieval 
by combining keyword in ontology platform. Figure 1 shows the 
architectural diagram of our approach. When a user submits the 
keywords into the system, a set of documents is retrieved from the 
document repository with the help of keywords and its expanded 
set is obtained using word net ontology. Initially, the system 
analyzes the possible synsets (set of synonyms) for each keyword 
entered by the user. Subsequently, the system makes the possible 
combinations of all keywords from the synsets. We generate a 
neighborhood set, which consists of words that are relevant to the 
combinations. From the collection of neighborhoods, the system 
counts the frequency of the each keyword.  If the keyword is 
supported by the user-defined minimum support (min-support), 
then the words are populated into the representation table, 
otherwise the corresponding word get neglected. In case there 
are no words that satisfy minimum support criteria, then the user 
can choose the relevant keyword by the keyword refining schema. 
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The distance measure helps to find out the refined keywords from 
the representation. Finally, relevant documents whose index is 
matched with the keywords are retrieved. Below we explain 
various steps shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1: The Architecture of Proposed KNA

A. Preprocessing 
In the proposed approach, there are some complexities to deal 
with the document in its original format. Since we have to do 
some preprocessing techniques to make the document repository. 
Prepare for our proposed method to retrieve the relevant documents 
on the basis of keywords given by the user. The main objective 
of this preprocessing is to obtain the important keyword from all 
documents present in the database repository.  The preprocessing 
step mainly consists of three steps: (i) stop word removal, (ii) 
stemming, and (iii) keyword similarity measure.  
The general words (such as was, is and the) are removed through 
stop word removing process in order to extract the keywords 
from a document. 
The stemming algorithm has filtered token, this token has the 
branch words with the root word and this will help to find out the 
documents which contain the branch words of the root words.

B. Indexing 
The document retrieval system prepares for retrieval by indexing 
the documents and formulating the keywords, resulting in document 
representations and keyword representations respectively. 
Automatic indexing begins with the important keywords, such 
as extracting all the words from a text, followed by refinements 
in accordance with the conceptual schema. After finishing the 
preprocessing process, the documents contain only the keywords. 
The system calculates the frequency of keyword in all of the 
documents. This process gives the count of each keyword. To 
select the important keywords, the user sets the threshold value. 
The keyword is preferred as an important keyword when the 
following condition 1 is satisfied. 

   (1)
If the count value of the keyword is greater than the threshold 
value Th then that keyword considered as important keyword.  In 
this work, we used inverted indexing method for indexing. 
The index ( )[ ]ii DKimpI ,  consists of important keywords )( iKimp

and their corresponded documents iD . 

C. Similarty Measures
The user gives the keyword to ontology to retrieve the relevant 
document, in order to achieve that goal, our proposed similarity 
measure uses the following approaches: 

Synset •	 iS : Helps to find out the relevant synonyms of the 
keywords as the user entered from the ontology. 
Combination: •	 The combination of keywords helps to find 
out the relevant neighborhood from the ontology. 
Neighborhood: •	 Helps to find out the nearest words of the 
combinations which made in the previous section. 
Representation: •	 Helps to find out the relevant keywords from 
the collection of nearest words of the combination. 

If the frequency of the nearest word is greater than the min-support 
then that word is considered as relevant keyword. If there are no 
words having the frequency greater than min-support then the user 
has the chance to give the relevant keyword through a keyword 
refining schema.

Fig. 2: Notions Used

Each of the keywords from the representation is matched with 
the neighborhoods to find out the distance between them. The 
combination of the keywords selects as a refined keyword the 
one which has the maximum distance among them. Finally the 
keywords are matched with the index and relevant documents 
are retrieved from it. 

1. Synsets
Synset is a set of synonyms of the keyword that are given by 
the user with the aim of retrieving the relevant document from 
the repository. User given the set of keywords }{ iKK = where 

ni ≤≤1  are the keywords to the ontology, the synset of each 
keyword ( ){ }OKKKS kijiii ∈= ,  where j  and k  represents the 
synset of the keyword iK , the synset of the keyword iK is get 
from the ontology O .
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2. Combination of All Keywords From the Synset
Each of synset have set of keywords each of them are combined 
with the other keywords for finding the efficient neighborhood for 
the keyword. The combination of the keyword helps to find out the 
accurate document through the neighborhood. Every keywords of 
the each synset combines with other keywords { }kiji

m
ji KKC ,= where 

kji ,, represents the keywords in the synsets and m  represents 
the identity of combination. 

3. Neighborhood 
The neighborhoods are nearest words of the keyword present in 
the above of combinations. This will help to improve the quality 
of the keywords. The neighborhoods are represented for each 
combination ( ){ }ONNC m

q
m
pm ∈= ,  qp NandN are contains the set of 

nearest words  of  the keyword kiji KandK  
respectively. Likewise all of the above combinations have the 
neighborhoods from the ontology. 

4. Representation 
Representation is used to find out the important keywords 
from the neighborhoods of all combinations. Each keyword 

 of the neighborhood of qp NandN has 
the count value. The keywords are removed when their count 
value less than the min-support that is given by the user. The 
representation , , 
. Finally qp RandR have the set of keywords . If the 
representation qp RandR has no keywords after given the value 
of supmin_ the given by the user, subsequently the user has the 
chance to provide the relevant keywords through the keyword 
refining schema. Fig. 2 shows the notions used for our model 
and fig. 3 shows the Pseudo code for retrieving the documents 
using our approach.

Fig. 3: Pseudo Code for the Proposed Approach

D. Finding of the Refined Keywords From the 
Representation

The keywords from are comparable 

with the representative  to find out the distance 
between them. The distance calculation is done by the following 
equation (2). 

( )2...........q
m
qp

m
pm RNRND  +=    (2)

This distance calculation is done for all the combinations mC and 
we get the set of distance measure from that we choose the distance 
value mD which having the maximum value. The corresponding 
combination is extracted with the help of m

q
m
p NandN   since the 

neighborhoods are a subset of the combination. The combination 
has the set of keywords { }kiji

m
ji KKC ,=  that are considered as refined 

keyword. 

E. Finding of the Relevant Document 
The refined keywords kiji KK ,  are matched to the index 

( )[ ]ii DKimpI ,  if the keywords are same then the corresponding 
relevant documents DR  are retrieved.      

IV. Results and Discussion
The results obtained from the experimentation of the proposed 
ontology-based similarity measure for bio-document retrieval 
system is presented in this section. We have implemented our 
proposed document retrieval system using Java (jdk 1.6). The 
dataset utilized in our experimental results are bio-medical 
documents obtained from the PubMed database.
We have chosen three metrics namely Recall, Precision and the 
F-measure for the evaluation of our approach.   

Precision, 
{  } {  }

{  }
relevant documents retrieved documents

P
retrieved documents

∩
=

Recall, {  } {  }
{  }

relevant documents retrieved documents
R

relevant documents
∩

=

F- Measure, 2
( )

PRF
P R

=
+

Here, Precision is the fraction of retrieved documents that are 
relevant to the search, Recall is the fraction of the documents 
that are relevant to the query that are successfully retrieved and 
the F-measure that combines precision and recall is the harmonic 
mean of precision and recall.
The performance of the proposed document retrieval system is 
evaluated based on the input query keywords to the WordNet 
ontology using the proposed similarity measure. Here, we have 
utilized four query keywords, and the corresponding refined 
keywords are extracted from the WordNet ontology using the 
proposed similarity measure. We have analyzed our proposed 
system with query keywords with the refined keyword. The Table 
1 shows the obtained values for the evaluation measures with 
query keywords and the relevant keywords. It reveals that the 
proposed system refines the words in a better form with the help 
of proposed similarity measure procedure. 

Table 1: Refined Keywords for the Input Query Keyword
Query keyword

Max-distance 
Query keyword Refined	word

Biometric Data Biometric datum 7
Human resource Human asset 16
Process environment Care environment 18
Sequential pattern Sequential structure 14
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Here, we have utilized four query keywords and the corresponding 
documents are obtained from the document repository. We have 
analyzed our proposed system with different keywords with the 
relevant and retrieved documents. The Table 2 shows the values for 
the evaluation measures with different keywords from 10 relevant 
documents. It reveals that the proposed system works fine in the 
document retrieving process.

V. Conclusion 
In this paper, we presented the design and implementation of 
ontology based document retrieval approach. At first, the set of 

keywords is extracted from the documents as the outcomes of the 
preprocessing steps. The indexing process makes the important 
keyword and their corresponding documents. The refined keywords 
are extracted by the proposed similarity measure after the user 
given the input keyword to the system. The refined keywords 
are matched with the index, and corresponding documents are 
retrieved. Experiments results on a sample set of documents are 
presented and the performance analysis of the proposed approach 
is estimated by the three evaluation metrics namely precision, 
recall and F-measure.

Table 2: Precision, Recall and F-measure for Different Keywords

Query keyword Relevant 
documents

Retrieved 
documents Precision Recall F-measure

Biometric Data Biometric datum 10 8 1 0.8 0.89
Human resource human asset 10 13 0.62 0.8 0.69
Process 
environment Care environment 10 16 0.38 0.6 0.47

Sequential pattern Sequential structure 10 19 0.47 0.9 0.62
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